One of the major challenges in an information-rich financial market is how effectively to derive an optimum investment solution among vast amounts of available information.
Introduction
Quantitative asset management is the process of researching ideas, forecasting exceptional returns, constructing and implementing portfolios, and observing and refining their performance. The core part of the process, forecasting, is achieved by applying rigorous analysis and quantitative methods to search raw signals of asset returns and turn them into refined forecasts, which are so-called model scores.
For a highly information-rich equity/stock market, such as the S&P 500, there is a huge amount of information available to evaluate the firm's value. The key is to determine if the stock is fairly priced, and then make a profit by buying under-priced stocks and selling over-priced ones. In an efficient market, information spreads quickly and gets incorporated into stock prices virtually instantaneously, thereby increasing the difficulty of effectively deriving an optimum investment strategy with the vast amount of information available.
Many scholars and practitioners have done tremendous work in developing quantitative models. William Sharpe (1964) first published the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). This is a theoretical linear model claiming that a stock's excess expected return depends on its systematic risk and not its total risk. Steven Ross's (16) Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) improves the CAPM by introducing the multi-factor linear model, which states that the expected risk premium on a stock should depend on the expected risk premium associated with each factor and the stock's sensitivity to each of the factors. Furthermore, Fama and French's (1992) three factor model added two additional factors to CAPM.
All these traditional models have one thing in common, linearity, which is convenient and sometimes intuitive, but may not fully capture the complexity of the market. The prior concern of searching beyond the linear pattern is computationally time consuming and labor intensive. Advancements in computing technology, Genetic programming (GP) in particular, enables us to find highly nonlinear and non-intuitive relationships using only moderate computing resources. Evolved from the genetic algorithm developed by Holland (1975) and later extended and advocated by Koza (1992) , genetic programming has been applied to a number of scientific areas such as computer science, biology, medicine and finance.
GP is still a cutting-edge methodology in the financial industry but it is enlightening more and more investors to use pioneering approaches. One area of GP application is searching optimal trading rules. Allen and Kajalainen (1999) use a genetic algorithm to learn technical trading rules for the S&P 500 index. Neely, Weller and Dittmar (2003) use GP to construct technical trading rules in the foreign exchange markets. Wang (2000) applies GP to enhance trading and hedging in equity spot and futures markets. Li and Tsang (1999) propose a GP approach capable of combing individual technical rules and adapting the thresholds based on past data. Recently, Lawrenz and Westerhoff (2003) used GP to develop a simple exchange-rate model to get a deeper understanding of the forces that drive foreign exchange markets.
Based on the appealing progress in enhancing trading rules, people have started applying this technique to other investment fields. Kaboudan (2000) applies GP to evolve regression models to produce reasonable one-day-ahead forecasts of stock prices.
Another application by Wagman (2003) and Karunamurthy (2003) analyzes different fitness functions to shed light on the dynamics of portfolio rebalancing by taking into account significant transaction costs and uncertain values.
The researchers at State Street Global Advisors (SSgA) have been pioneers in applying GP to explore optimal stock selection models. Zhou (2004) develops an effective emerging markets stock selection model by combining traditional techniques with genetic programming. Caplan and Becker (2005) use GP to develop a stock-picking model for the high technology manufacturing industry in the US. They concluded that the use of genetic programming techniques is important but not necessarily central to the success of the project. The use of additional analytics, algebraic simplification programs, and human judgment drove the project to a successful completion.
The purpose of this research is to continue the exploration of combining traditional techniques with genetic programming methods to develop quantitative stock selection models that are intuitive, powerful, robust, and also accommodate specific investment objectives. While understanding the details of financial models is unavoidably necessary for this discussion, we left the model details purposefully vague. We hope that this study will enlighten those trying to use genetic programming as a tool in quantitative asset management where information is very complex and data is extremely intensive.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the financial data, investable universe and historical time series. In Section 3, we discuss the GP methodology and the construction of different fitness functions. Section 4 discusses the stock selection models, including traditional models and GP generated models (enhanced and aggressive). Section 5 presents the backtest results for each individual model, which demonstrates a successful application of GP to generate models that suit various investment objectives. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Financial Data
The S&P 500 index is one of the most commonly studied and watched stock universes and is also widely used as a benchmark by US portfolio managers to measure against their portfolio performance. In this study, we use the S&P 500 index as our research universe over which we developed statistically significant stock selection models. We exclude the financials and utilities sectors, which have very unique business models, from our study universe in order to maintain the homogeneity of the underlying assets. The monthly financial data and stock return time series used for the research are downloaded from the Compustat database for the period January 1990 to December 2005. In order to construct the potentially effective stock selection factors, we downloaded sixty-five financial variables from a variety of classes, such as fundamentals from balance sheets and income statements, earnings estimates, price returns and market perspectives on a monthly basis. For each given date, there are around 350 investable stocks, each of which is described by the sixty-five variables. On average, there are about 350*65 independent variables available for analysis. Compared to the research reported by Caplan and Becker (2004) , the solution search domain in this study is much larger.
3.
Genetic Programming Methodology
Overview
Genetic Programming is an evolutionary optimization algorithm that is based on Darwin's Natural Selection Theory. This method is essentially an evolutionary search process which arrives at an optimized solution by imitating the forces of natural selection via crossover and mutation procedures. The fundamental philosophy underlying the method is to replicate the stochastic process by which the fittest survive and pass their genetic material and strengths to the next generation. A population of candidate solutions is evaluated and modified based on user defined criteria in such a way that the less fit solutions are removed and replaced by variants of the fittest. The most fitted solutions are used to create new individuals for subsequent generations until the best solution is found. The technique is capable of distinguishing complex patterns and searching the next set of sequences to evolve the optimized solution quickly and reliably in large search spaces. However, care must be taken with its application to avoid data snooping and to ensure that results are robust and intuitive.
Creating a population of randomly generated candidate solutions, formulae in our case, is the first step of imitating the evolution process. Each of the solutions in the population can be described in the form of a genome tree, which could be a program or a formula comprised of mathematical operators and variables linked together. In our study, genome trees are the candidate stock selection factor models. The leaf node contains model inputs such as macroeconomic data, financial scores or technical signals for equity models. The function nodes contain mathematical operators, which can be anything from simple addition and subtraction to more complex if-then-else statements. Considering the explainability of financial models to clients in an intuitive way, we choose to use only four basic arithmetic operators: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, along with variables and constants, to construct our candidate models. Also, we constrained the tree depth to be up to eight and non-terminal nodes to have up to two child nodes.
The structure we used basically follows the structure applied by Neely, Weller and Dittmar (1997) in identifying technical trading rules in the foreign exchange markets. The GP process is designed in three steps: training, selection and validation. The financial time series data are randomly split into three sets to be used in the three steps. The random selection of the dates will help us to avoid time-period specific issues such as dramatic market regime switching or calendar effects. The training step, using 50 percent of the randomly selected data, generates the initial population of candidate formulae. Each candidate formula is evaluated according to its ability to solve the problem and is assigned a fitness value based on this evaluation. The selection step, using 25 percent of the data sample, takes the most fitted solutions from the training step and compares them against newly generated populations. As the program progresses from generation to generation to search the desired optimal patterns, it "learns" the data. The objective value of the best fit genome continues to improve, but only because the data are over fitted. Therefore, the results become unreliable. The inclusion of a selection period allows one candidate genome to be defined as more fit than another only if its objective value is higher in both the training and selection periods. Thus, this process is designed to promote the robustness of the results, preferring more parsimonious solutions with generalized knowledge of the data rather than complex solutions based on the memorization of the previous training step. And the validation step, using another 25 percent fresh data, serves as an out-of-sample test. The program's output can be one or more of the most fit genome trees, each of which can be re-interpreted as an equation.
Fitness Function Construction
Designing a feasible fitness function is the key to successfully using the GP method in searching for an optimized solution for a problem in tack. The primary goal of an asset manager is to construct and maintain a portfolio that would outperform the market. Due to the nature of the investment portfolio construction process and risk-return tradeoff constraints, asset managers could use a variety of tools to estimate factors' or models'(a combination of factors) predictive power for future stock returns. In previous research, Zhou (2004) and Caplan and Becker (2005) have demonstrated success in setting the objective function to find a model that yields the best information ratio (IR), which is a risk-adjusted relative return against a benchmark.
Many investors in the financial markets are index followers. These investors are more risk averse and have investment objectives that result in portfolios with characteristics similar to market indices in terms of risk and return. For this reason, a good stock selection model should rank stocks pretty monotonically across the entire investment universe to ensure all stocks are available in portfolio construction. In this study, we construct an alternative fitness function that can generate a stock selection model providing the highest information coefficients (IC), which is the Spearman correlation between factor-ranked stocks and ranked stock returns. 
While many active asset management strategies are focused on getting the best risk-adjusted returns, there are many asset mangers in the market place whose objective is to get the highest return possible even if that requires more risk. Thus, a stock selection model based on a fitness objective function aiming to find stocks in the "fat tails" of the return distribution would be more suitable. For this purpose, we construct a fitness function that will generate an "aggressive" formula that results in the highest top minus bottom fractiled return spreads. In this method, all the stocks in the investment universe will be ranked from high to low based upon their scores generated by an individual model. If the model does have forecasting power particularly focused on identifying the very good and very bad stocks, those stocks ranked in the top group would have highest returns and those ranked in the bottom group would have the lowest. A portfolio strategy of buying the top-ranked and selling the bottom-ranked stocks will result in a profit. A model thus developed aggressively searches the largest top to bottom spreads without taking into consideration the risks associated with large returns. 
Our Implementation
Flexibility is paramount. The form of the genetic programming is specific to the problem, but the details are designed by the user. In theory, the larger the number of candidate solutions in each generation, the less time it takes to find an optimal solution. Based on the complexity of the resulting genetic programs and a meaningful improvement in fitness, we choose 10 populations of size 5000 and ran 200 to 500 generations. The other GP operation parameter set-ups include the probability of cross over operation at 95% and mutation operation at 5%; 75% of leaf nodes are factor variables and 25% are constant; 50% are replacement. The GP process terminates either when a user-specified number of generations has been reached or the population converges, i.e. there is little variation between the optimized formulae.
Developing and implementing a quantitative stock selection model is a multi-step process. Genetic programming is only one of the steps, although it is no doubt an important one. As with any other quantitative stock selection model development process, care must be taken to ensure that input data is as complete and accurate as possible, and the intended application makes intuitive sense. It is possible for the application to recognize a pattern where no cause-and-effect relationship exits. In order to develop a model that makes investment sense, we used investment intuition throughout the process and chose the initial factors carefully. In addition, models created by the GP process must be further evaluated with other statistical tests and portfolio historical backtests.
4.
Stock Selection Models
Variables and Factors
As we have mentioned, there is much information available which can be used to describe the market's opinion of a firm's future prospects. In this study, we choose sixty-five variables using our knowledge of the markets. Those variables are grouped into four categories: valuation, quality, analyst sentiment and price sentiment. A valuation variable, such as the price-to-earnings ratio, compares the firm's prospects to its price and favors cheap companies to buy, and vice versa. A quality variable, such as return on assets, measures a firm's profitability or efficiency and favors well-managed firms to buy. Both the analyst variables, such as analyst earnings forecasts, and the price momentum variables, such as historical stock returns, relate to sentiment, which prefers stocks favored by the market. All these variables are inputs for the GP process. Based on the specified objective functions, the optimized composite factors with best variable selection and combination are constructed, as shown in Table 1 .. For proprietary reasons, we left the factor details purposely vague. Changes in analyst earnings forecasts Price P 1 Long term price momentum P 2 Medium term price momentum P 3 Short term price momentum
Factor Description

Traditional Model
A linear regression method is a traditional way to build a stock selection model, such as the single factor CAPM model and the Fama-French three-factor model. The traditional way of using both CAPM and Fama-French requires the portfolio manager to determine the factor values in the model and the sensitivity of each stock to those factors. In order to evaluate the models generated by genetic programming, we constructed a traditional stock selection model as a comparison base. This model is a linear combination of four composite factors: valuation (V), quality (Q), analyst (E) and price (P). Each factor includes variables showing statistical significance in predicting stock returns.
Based on our investment philosophy and model development experience, we applied the regression methodology to three-month forward returns and the four factors to create the traditional model:
The traditional model tends to favor buying cheap stocks with good management and market sentiment. According to the nature of linearity, the model only responds to each factor independently. Equation 4.1 indicates that the most important factor is valuation, thus a change in valuation would have the largest effect on stock selection.
Enhanced Model by GP
Using the GP methodology, we developed a stock selection model which maximizes the IC. The model has the following format:
It shows that this enhanced model has a balanced factor combination by including valuation factors, quality factors and price sentiment factors. Similar to the traditional model, this model tends to favor buying cheap stocks with good management and market sentiment. Interestingly this GP model has a linear pattern yet is able to differentiate two specific measures of quality as well as price momentum. By specifying the quality factors of asset utilization and profitability as the most relevant amongst many quality factors, the model can further differentiate stocks. Further, the combination of long-term and short-term price momentum reversal reflects a well recognized investor behavior in the financial markets.
Aggressive Model by GP
Another genetic programming model is generated based on the fitness function that aggressively searches for the highest top minus bottom fractiled returns. The model has the following format:
By focusing on the fractiled return spread, this model targets the fat tails of the return distribution. The genetic programming methodology is able to form a non-linear formula that better captures these fat tail values than a linear formula. A genome tree for this formula is shown in Figure 1 .
This non-linear model has intuitive appeal because it balances valuation, quality, earnings forecast and price sentiment. The model also better differentiates among selectable stocks because it specifies which measures of each category of factors are the most relevant. Further, the nonlinearity of the terms indicates interactions between the factors, which better reflects the complexity of the markets.
For example, the portion of the aggressive model favors stocks that are undervalued but have good quality and sentiment. The second component indicates an interaction between valuation and analyst forecasts that aids in timing trades. Purchasing stocks that are cheap with improving analyst sentiment or selling stocks that are expensive with declining sentiment is emphasized in the tails.
In contrast to the linear models, the sensitivity of this model towards each factor is no longer constant. For example, the first partial derivative of model A to the quality factor Q 1 is a function of valuation factor V 1 and price momentum P 1 , as shown in Equation 4.4. Figure 2 shows graphically the implication of a non-constant sensitivity by showing the relationship between Q 1 and model score A. Consider three firms, A, B and C with firm B scored by a linear model and the others by the aggressive model. For firms A and C, their model scores depend upon the value of the P 1 . If firm A's P 1 value is higher than firm C's and V 1 is held constant, then firm A gets a higher model score. Because firm B was scored by a linear model, its score is independent of P 1 . Intuitively, a price decrease leads to a higher valuation score. That change provides either an opportunity to buy on weakness or to sell on a deterioration of a firm's prospects. The ∂ ∂ term shows that for companies with good sentiment, quality and valuation, it is a buying opportunity. However, when those factors are poor it is time to sell the stock. The traditional model with its constant sensitivity always suggests that such a situation is a buying opportunity.
Linear Versus Nonlinear
The strength of the linear approach is the simplicity of determining relevant factors and their weights but this ease comes at a price.
First, mulitcollinearity is present because many factors measure similar information and are highly correlated, such as earnings yield and cash flow yield. One solution is creating new composite factors that are the average of highly correlated ones, such as our four categories.
Second, the assumption of a linear relationship ignores the effect of factor interactions. Both the traditional and enhanced models are linear but the enhanced solution is more robust because the possibility of nonlinearity was considered and rejected while for the traditional it was not considered. The aggressive model, on the other hand, has interactions that better reflect market complexity in the more extreme stocks. The aggressive model does not have constant sensitivities while the traditional model does.
Third, biases arise due to overwhelmingly strong market behaviors during periods like the internet bubble and subsequent reversal. The traditional model, for example, has 47% of the weight on valuation implying the model works extremely well in the years 2000 to 2005, but less so in other periods.
Fourth, the problem of factor disagreement occurs when individual factors have contradictory indications. In an additive model, these individual indications are diluted or "averaged away" while multiplicative models continue to reflect all the factors. Hence, a stronger signal is created for stocks with more uniform factor values and outliers are less likely to drive results.
5.
Results and Discussion 
Statistical Test
GP Process
Num of month Table 2 shows the Information Coefficients between each model and 1-month and 3-month forward returns. The results are summarized for each GP process period, and in average. For each individual and total test period, the correlation between the models and the future returns are positive and statistically significant. This indicates that the models have predictive power in ranking stocks' future returns. It also appears that the models' predictive power increases with the longer time horizon. As we purposely designed in the fitness function, the enhanced model has the highest IC's. Notice that the aggressive model does not lose efficacy across all the stocks even though it aims to best describe the tails of the return distribution.
Historical Portfolio Evaluation
The model stock selection power is also estimated by return spreads generated by going long the top fractile and shorting the bottom fractile stocks. The results summarized in Table 3 show that there are positive 1-month and three-month return spreads between the top-ranked and bottom-ranked stocks on average over each GP process, as well as the total period for all three models. Taking into consideration the higher model spread returns and thus better predictive power, the aggressive model has the best capability in selecting stocks. This result is consistent with our fitness function design of maximizing the return spreads. Notice that the enhanced model has better selection capability than the traditional model, even though it is not as powerful as the aggressive model.
The selection power of genetic programming models is further demonstrated by information ratios, which are risk-adjusted returns generated by each model. On this measurement, the aggressive model is the clear winner and the traditional model falls far behind the GP developed models. This implies that not only does GP produce models with higher spreads but also reduces the risk of achieving those spreads. This combination is very appealing for active portfolio managers because it defies the generally accepted assumption that a higher return can only be achieved through higher risk. Figure 3 illustrates annualized total returns for backtest portfolios that include the stocks selected by various models. The out-performance of the aggressive model is spread across the entire testing period rather than concentrated in a particular period. A portfolio manager would prefer such a model where predictive power is not arbitraged away as time passes. Figure 4 compares the year by year performance of the three models measured by information ratio. The results show that in most years the GP models outperform the traditional model. In practice, we simulated the actual returns investors would achieve using each of the three strategies ( Figure 5-Figure 7) . The benchmark is the market cap weighted S&P 500 index excluding financials and utilities. In each figure, three portfolios are created: one for the top decile stocks, a second for the bottom decile stocks, and third for the benchmark. These portfolios are rebalanced quarterly. Over the 15 year backtest period, the top fractile outperforms the bottom fractile and the benchmark. Meanwhile the bottom fractile underperforms the top and benchmark. Amongst these three models, the aggressive model has the highest cumulative return. 
Robustness Evaluation
To evaluate model stability through time, we measure 1-month and 3-month auto-correlations of the three models. Table 4 shows the pace at which the scores change through time and should coincide with the turnover of the portfolio. For example, if scores change rapidly, the portfolio manager must trade often to ensure he owns the best securities and sells the worst. However, trading is not free and the portfolio manager must therefore balance the need to update his portfolio through trading with his desire to have the portfolio best reflect the model. The enhanced model has a higher auto-correlation than the traditional model. While the aggressive model auto-correlation is slightly lower than the traditional model, it is still realistic. Table 5 shows the statistical consistency of the model performance. The hit ratio is the percentage of periods that the portfolio return is positive. The results show that the GP developed models have more winning periods than the traditional one. For a portfolio manager who is evaluated frequently, more months of outperformance are better. While on paper one can ignore periods of underperformance because the long-term performance is good, in real life periods of underperformance can shake a manager's or client's faith in the process. The hit ratio can be viewed as the percentage of months the manager or investor gets a good night's sleep! We also tested model performance robustness in various investment market regimes including whether the market favors growth or value stocks. The result is striking in Table 6 . The traditional model is clearly biased toward value periods. A portfolio manager who wants to have consistent good performance, will likely fail by following such a strategy. On the contrary, both genetic programming models work well in both value and growth market regimes. 
Conclusion
One of the major challenges in a highly informative financial market is how to effectively use vast amounts of available information and derive an optimum investment solution that will outperform. Traditional stock selection model development relies more on linear combinations of a limited number of factors. In this study, we have applied the genetic programming method in developing quantitative stock selection models for the S&P 500 stock universe. We have demonstrated that genetic programming greatly enhances the factor selection process by effectively searching amongst a number of variables. Most importantly, genetic programming can further combine the factors into a complex model that best predicts the stocks' future returns.
As an extension of SSgA's previous research, we designed two fitness functions that would create models for different investment objectives. The fitness function that maximizes information coefficient results in a model that improves the stock ranking capability significantly. Using this stock selection model to form a portfolio that follows an index investment style would result in out-performance compared to a portfolio constructed based on the traditional model.
Another genetic programming derived model is based on a fitness function of maximizing top to bottom fractile return spreads to aggressively search for stocks in the fat tails of the return distribution curve. The model is not only intuitively appealing but also outperforms both the benchmark and the traditional model significantly.
Genetic programming methodology has demonstrated tremendous power in developing stock selection models. The statistical tests show that the stock selection power of GP models is statistically significant. The portfolio historical backtests demonstrate that the portfolios constructed based on GP models outperform both the benchmark and the portfolio constructed by the traditional model. Further performance diagnostic analysis shows that the GP models are more robust in various market regimes and thus more consistent over time than the traditional model.
Genetic programming methodology also provides the opportunity for the portfolio manager to tailor his model to his investment philosophy through the selection of the fitness function. The difference between the traditional and aggressive models shows that non-linearity is present in the tails of the return distribution. While neither the enhanced nor aggressive models are completely different from the traditional model, the returns and opportunities to beat the benchmark lie in the subtle differences. With the availability of data and regression software, many competitors can develop linear models. To succeed in asset management, it is necessary to exploit the more complex relationships between factors and returns discovered by genetic programming.
As with any other quantitative stock selection model development process, care must be taken to ensure that input data is complete and accurate, and the intended application makes intuitive sense. It is possible for the application to recognize a pattern where no cause-and-effect relationship exits. Thus, by never losing sight of investment intuition and choosing the initial factors carefully, we are able to apply the process effectively. In addition, models created by the GP process must be further evaluated. What we have learned is that the application of genetic programming in a stock selection context is as much an art as a science.
